
 

How to Use Your Winner Designs  
Microwave Bag for Popcorn 

 

 

Want healthier, fresher, better tasting popcorn?   
         This Popcorn Bag is for you~   

Trash those disgusting pre-packaged bags of microwave 
                                     popcorn and pop your own!   
 

Microwave Bags have been around for years and are safe if you follow these simple rules.  

• Do not place bag in microwave without food inside. 
• Do not use in a microwave that does not rotate. 

• Do not let bag touch the sides of your microwave. 
• Do not leave microwave unattended while cooking. 

• Microwave in 2-minute intervals for no more than 10 minutes.  
• Do not use in your oven or toaster oven.  

• Bags can be placed in the washer & dryer but I like to air-dry mine.  
• Avoid fabric softeners, dryer sheets, spray starch, chemicals. 

 

Microwave Instructions: 

1. Fold open flap and pour in ½ cup of un-popped plain kernels. 
2. Do not add oil, butter, seasonings or anything else to bag. 

3. Fold flap back over and place directly in the middle of your rotating surface. 
4. Do not use any pre-set option on microwave! 

5. Set microwave for 3 minutes and stay close by. If close, grab a large bowl or smaller bowls for serving 
popcorn.  If you have favorite seasoning or sprays, grab them, too. But don’t get distracted from the 

microwave! 
6. As 2 minutes pass, listen to the popping 

7. .. When you hear less and less, stop the microwave.  
8. Don’t let it go too long – unless you like burnt kernels!  

9. Open the microwave. The bag will be hot and have lots of steam so use caution. Use the fabric handle 
to remove the bag.  

10. Carefully fold back the flap and pour into your serving bowl(s). 

11.  Add your favorite toppings and enjoy. 
12.  Bag will be moist, even damp, so leave it out where it can air dry.  Wash as needed. 

13.  Common sense & a watchful eye make all of the difference! 
 

Suggested Ingredients: 
 

Popcorn:  There are lots of videos comparing brands of popcorn kernels.  Each that I’ve 

seen say there’s not one brand better than another when it comes to taste, fluffiness, 
crunchiness and cost. The basic brands tested just as well as the expensive brands.   

But test it out for yourself! 
 

Enhancements: 
There are lots of seasonings for purchase so check out what’s available. Then explore 

your cupboard to see what you can concoct!  If you like butter or margarine, melt some 
down.  Or use a spray like “I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter”.  I like to spray my popcorn 

after popped then experiment with different seasonings each time I make popcorn. 
 
 

 
Look for my 2 videos at   

www.youtube.com/LindaVideos 

    

 

1. “Make a Microwave Potato Bag - No Raw Edges!” 

2. “Make a Microwave Popcorn Bag - No Raw Edges!” 

 
Look for my Directions for the Potato 

Bag, Popcorn Bag & Tortilla Warmer at: 

 

 

www.winner-designs.myshopify.com/directions  
 

Want to make your own bag? 

You can find my templates at: 

 

 

www.winner-designs.myshopify.com 

Search Microwave Bag 
Search Tortilla Warmer 
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